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Mark Zuckerberg was the
inspiration for Metaverse.
Facebook's name has been changed to "Meta" in a
move away from social media and toward the
development of "the metaverse," a digital
environment that might be the next generation of
the internet and cryptocurrency.
We invite you to join the Flame Metaverse family as
we work together to construct the metaverse by
cooperating and learning as a community to deliver
an even more connected world of developer
solutions.
Enjoy a simple and integrated crypto game in which
you can earn cryptocurrencies.

The term "Flame Meta" is
the newest buzzword to
catch the attention of the
IT sector, to the point
where one of the most
well-known online
platforms is
rebranding to reflect its
support of the futuristic
concept.
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WHAT IS METAVERSE?
Think of it as the internet
brought to life, or at least
rendered in 3D.
Zuckerberg has described it as
a “virtual
environment” you can go inside
of — instead of just looking at
on a screen.
Essentially, it’s a world of
endless,
interconnected virtual
communities where people can
meet, work and play,
using virtual reality headsets,
augmented reality glasses,
smartphone apps or other
devices. It also will
incorporate other aspects of
online
life such as shopping and social
media

WHAT WILL I BE ABLE TO DO
IN THE METAVERSE?
Things like attending a virtual concert, taking a
virtual vacation, and purchasing and trying on digital
apparel.
In the midst of the coronavirus pandemic, the
metaverse could be a gamechanger for the
work-from-home shift.
Employees could see their coworkers virtually
instead of on a video call grid.
Facebook has released Horizon Workrooms, a
meeting program for businesses to use with their
Oculus VR headsets, however early feedback
has been mixed. The headsets cost $300 or more,
putting the most cuttingedge experiences in the
metaverse out of reach for most people.
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We are a group of people who believe in
online 3d virtual environments, planning
on creating a game to let people enjoy
and collect tokens!
Flame Metaverse Token is a
hypothesized iteration of the internet,
supporting persistent online 3-D virtual
environments through conventional
personal computing, as well as virtual
and augmented headsets.
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FLAME METAVERSE TOKEN (FMV)
TOKEN DETAILS :
TOKEN NAME
SYMBOL
SLIPPAGE
SUPPLY

:
:
:
:

FLAME METAVERSE
FMV
11 %-15 %
100.000.000.000

SMART CONTRACT ADDRESS :

0xb2fdb4853fec142957a2d7acfc846adb772f8b69
TOKENOMICS
TOTAL BUY/SELL TAX FEE : 12%
ADD TO LIQUIDITY
:
MARKETING FUNDS
:
HOLDERS REFLECTION :
BURNING FEE
:

2%
3%
1%
6%
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FMV is a BEP-20 based utility token that
fuels engagement within the Flame
Metaverse platform and across the
extended community of users that hold
the token.
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ABOUT
GAMES
FLAME METAVERSE TOKEN
FLAMEBALL

Upcoming P2E 2D & 3D Games
for holder and community
In essence, one of the core selling
points of blockchain games is the
possibility of earning token. Platforms
that incorporate such functionalities are
called play-to-earn (P2E).
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